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Cringe gland



‘Conversational
’ copy 



‘Conversational
’ copy 



So, like… 
what’s 
conversation?
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Take an order 



Take an order 
Offer  



Order
Offer  

Take an order 



Order
Request  Offer  

Take an order 



Offer  Request  



“May I take your 
order?”



“I’ll have your 
biggest lobster”



“Uhh…”
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Order



Order
Request  



Be loved 

Order
Request  



Be loved 
Compliment

Order
Request  



Compliment Request  



“I like your eyelashes”



“Uhh…”



“Dude I’m sitting right 
here”
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Unburden your 
respondent 



Right. So 
what’s 
conversational?



‘Conversational’  
is a buzzword  







Conversation(al)  
is mechanics, 
not content



“When humans 
talk, they can’t be 
anything other than 
conversational.” 







Conversational 
≠ 

Chatty, friendly, casual





Machines don’t need 
to sound like humans

The old way:





It might be easier  
if machines sounded 

like humans

The new(ish) way:







Brands can have 
personalities, like us!

The new way:



We’re conversational, 
aren’t we?

The new way:



And conversational  
=  

chatty, friendly, casual…right?

The new way:



Let’s make it 
all, like, chatty!



Yeah, so… the 
problem with 
chatty 



Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 















Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 









“It wasn’t our intention to offend anyone and 
we’re sorry if the message was interpreted 
this way. We know that many people in 
Spain speak and understand English, 
although we were told Spanish people don’t 
pay attention to ads in English.” 



Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 





Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 







Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 









Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 





“If you sell too hard, 
your reader’s amygdala 
lights up like a 
Christmas tree. That’s 
the fight or flight part of 
the brain [...] you’re now 
perceived as a threat.”

~Nick Usborne





Presumptuous 
Condescending
Overfamiliar
Obstructive 
Self-indulgent 
Desperate 



Why take the 
risk?



What about 
Typeform, eh?  















What we 
preached…







What we 
practised…





What the 
professor 
told us…



“Stop 
building 
rapport!” 



 



Some 
examples  











What’s your name?







STEVEN MARTIN 
HOWE!





































25%



“I need to recall the 
answer to this 
question. If there is 
a way, there’s not 
an obvious way.” 



“I need to recall the 
answer to this 
question. If there is 
a way, there’s not 
an obvious way.” 





100%























Clear  
       trumps 
                chatty  



What’s 
the 
conclusio
n then?   



We’ve confused 
‘conversational’  
for ‘chatty’



Conversation is dynamic  
 
                     Text is static 



Hello. My phone broke. I sent it 
back a month ago. Where is it? 



So you’ve lost my phone. Is there 
any compensation?  



Lovely jubbly Lovely jubbly Lovely jubbly



What do we really want? 



Empathatic  
interactions 

What do we really want? 



Don’t let the 
conversation 
get awkward



Nice one
stevehoweblacelona

linkedin.com/in/stevenmartinhowe

medium.com/writing-at-typeform



Resources, 

stevehoweblacelona

linkedin.com/in/stevenmartinhowe

medium.com/writing-at-typeform

Elizabeth Stokoe and Typeform: https://try.typeform.com/ownyourinteractions
Elizabeth Stokoe: Talk: The Science of Conversation 


